G35 front suspension diagram

Additionally it will start to stress out the bushings beyond their These adjustable aftermarket
sway bar end On the Z and G35 the rear sway bar end links are Cusco Front Strut Bar Brace for
Infiniti G37 Cusco strut bar is designed to reduce this strut tower flex by tying your front 2
struts together. Improves handling and performance during cornering by reducing chassis flex
TECH Spring is an excellent step towards suspension tuning. They offer approximately a 1. It
incorporates new internal and external components, newly While our Pro-Kit and Sportline
spring sets are regarded Comes with a Comes with a 1 year Whiteline Front Sway Bar End link
Kit When you upgrade your sway bars you should upgrade the links which connect those bars
to the control arms. These adjustable aftermarket sway bar end links from Whiteline will give
Turn in with confidence and late brake SPC arms match the OE design for All the different
needs and demands are carefully They offer approximately a Additionally it will start to stress
out the bushings beyond their normal Popular Products. Add To Cart. Suspension Select
sub-category. View as Gird List. Wish Lists. Temporarily Out of Stock. Infiniti G35 owners have
reported 10 problems related to front suspension under the suspension category. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. The contact owns a Infiniti G35 coupe. The contact
stated that camber on the front suspension was causing wear on the tires. Both the dealer and
the manufacturer stated that because the vehicle was designed that way, there was nothing that
could be done. The vehicle had not been repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 10,
See all problems of the Infiniti G Manufacturer refuses to correct under warrant alignment
problem causing premature wear of tires k miles flywheel drivetrain noise. Manufacturers
refuses to correct under warranty. I have a G35 sedan. I have heard this noise since and yet
somehow the dealer never hears it when I take to be serviced. In an attempt to research
compression rods, I stumbled upon a site called G35 driver. Com which had a headline that said
g35 compression rods are total crap. The bushings are creaky and torn. My husband and best
friend both have G35 sedans and have the same noise. However most men don't hear the noise
until I bring it their attention. Since so manu have this same complaint, I researched your site
and Infiniti to see if there had been recalls. There are none. I don't know if these bad rods
present a safety issue but they most certainly sound defective. The dealership determined the
noise was a cupping on the inside of the tires, this is caused by the vehicle. The tires need to be
replaced every 10, miles. Also, the clutch was grinding, but the dealership refuses to look at
this. New tires were installed and alignment performed by dealer. Tires have irregular tire wear
cupping on the inner surface of both front tires after miles. Front tires feathering. At around
miles, I noticed that there was an unusual amount of tire roar coming from the front. I have
taken the car in for service to 2 different Infiniti dealerships and both said I should simply
"replace my tires and align". I have less than 15, miles on the car. The z has a very widespread
problem that is similar to this, and as the G35 coupe and z share many components, including
suspension, I am led to believe there is a reason for the similarity. While driving our infinity G35
on the fwy going about 40 mph the ground was wet we felt the track control started to shift side
to side, a truck cut in fron us us, which made my husband put on brakes, as he putted on
brakes, the driver side front brake locked, which caused for the card to turn sideways and hit
the center divider full speed. The brakes after they locked, never stopped the car, the only thing
that stopped us was the center divider. The airbags never pop, as we hit the wall going 40 miles
per hours. I have taken the car to the dealer recently and had the brakes changed 2 times in 11
months and the last tme I tood the car I informed the dealer that the brakes felt hard, and they
were hard to stop they stated that the brakes will get better with use, and that's how it usually
felt after the brakes were changed. The car did not drive the same, the traction was not working,
the brakes locked and to top it all the bags did not deployed after impact. I have had front end
alignment and tire wear problems on my Infiniti from day one of buying the car. I own a Infiniti g
coupe. The z and the g coupe share the same platform and virtually identical suspensions. My
car is suffering from the same alignment problems, yet Nissan will not acknowledge a
connection between the two. Car Problems. Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 1.
Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 2. Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 3.
Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 4. Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 5.
Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 6. Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 7.
Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 8. Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 9.
Front Suspension problem of the Infiniti G35 Other Common Suspension related problems of
Infiniti G Suspension problems. Suspension Noise problems. Automatic Stability Control asc
problems. Clunking Noise problems. Rear Suspension problems. Front Suspension Control Arm
problems. Note: When replacing steering components, it is recommended to have a
professional alignment performed afterwards. This ensures proper tracking and even tire wear.
Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete your
repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts

from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive brands
and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit
- DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. This
item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item should fail due to
manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This
warranty covers the cost of the part only. Created on: Learn how to replace an outer tie rod on
your Nissan Maxima with this helpful video from 1A Auto. This item may be interchangeable
with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for
reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part
numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above
"Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm
fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your
part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery
Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout.
Brand : SUS Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by
our limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P. Measure the distance from the end
of the boot to the center of the top of the tie rod Note that measurement Apply penetrating oil to
the tie rod lock nut Hold the inner tie rod with a 13mm wrench Loosen the locking nut with an
adjustable wrench Turn the wheel by hand or with the steering wheel for better access to the tie
rod Remove the cotter pin with needle nose pliers If you cannot remove the cotter pin, sheer it
off by removing the 19mm bolt Remove the 19mm bolt Loosen the tie rod from the spindle by
striking the spindle with a hammer Pull the outer tie rod out of the handle Hold the inner tie rod
with a 13mm wrench Twist off the outer tie rod by hand. Apply anti-seize grease to the inner tie
rod Hold the inner tie rod with a 13mm wrench Twist the outer tie rod on by hand Measure the
distance from the end of the boot to the center of the top of the tie rod This should equal the
measurement recorded in Step 2 Push the outer tie rod into the spindle Start the tie rod nut by
hand Tighten the nut to 55 foot-pounds of torque Line the tie rod hole up with one of the slots in
the nut Insert the cotter pin and bend it to lock it Hold the inner tie rod with a 13mm wrench
Tighten the locking nut with an adjustable wrench. Slide the wheel into place Start the lug nuts
by hand Tighten the lug nuts preliminarily Lower the vehicle to the ground Tighten the lug nuts
to foot-pounds in a crossing or star pattern. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes
Infiniti Nissan. Product Reviews. Everything fit perfectly. Quality seems to be very good. Parts
from Taiwan not china. Excellent place to shop. Very helpful and very fast delivery. I had to
return the parts I ordered, only because I got rid of the car before i could install the parts. Very
cooperative about the return. Not good fit. I order a full kit. But unfortunately some parts were
not a good fit. For instance, the upper control arm did not match and the lower control arm was
missing a bushing. So i believe i received a bad batch. Everything shipped together and very
fast. Steering suspension kit. Great product, really love the way they handled the process quick
fast and good service. Definitely buying more parts for my car! Everything looks good and feels
solid. Everything included with the kit was there and not a part missing. Thank you 1A Auto. Will
this fit a G35 Sedan base model? Joe W. Thank you for the inquiry. This kit is not listed to fit
G35 Sedan models. Christa R. Alaric M. We do not have the kit for the AWD model. Thanks for
the inquiry! Andra M. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA
Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use
Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before
proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year Select your vehicle options to
narrow down results. View by Lookup Code. Location: Driver Side. Location: Passenger Side.
Bolt AL Require Quantity: Add To Cart. Bolt Select vehicle options to narrow down result.
Fitting Vehicle Options: 4WD. VQ35DE, S. F6, S. F6, VQ35DE. Bolt AL50C. Bolt-Front Shock
Absorber Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Fitting Vehicle Options: S. Bumper
Assy-Bound Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Bumper Assy-Bound AL Bumper
Assy-Bound AQ VQ35DE, C. F6, C. Bush-Stabilizer Select vehicle options to narrow down result.
Bush-Stabilizer AL Bush-Stabilizer EG Fitting Vehicle Options: C. Clamp-Stabilizer, RH Select
vehicle options to narrow down result. Insulator Assy-Strut Mounting Select vehicle options to

narrow down result. Location: Upper Driver Side. Location: Upper Passenger Side. Member
Compl-Front Suspension Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Nut Select vehicle
options to narrow down result. Nut AL Nut AL50C. Nut Nut Y Nut AD Nut BA2A. Nut H Nut
AD00A. Pin-Transverse Link AL Rod Assy-Connecting, Stabilizer Select vehicle options to
narrow down result. Fitting Vehicle Options: 2WD. Shock Absorber Kit-Front Select vehicle
options to narrow down result. Spring-Front Select vehicle options to narrow down result.
Spring-Front AM Spring-Front AQ Spring-Front CM30A. Spring-Front CM30B. Spring-Front
CM31A. Spring-Front CM40A. Stabilizer Assy-Front Select vehicle options to narrow down
result. Stabilizer Assy-Front AL Stabilizer Assy-Front AM Stabilizer Assy-Front CD
Stopper-Insulator AL Washer AQ Washer-Special Select vehicle options to narrow down result.
Washer-Special BA0A. Washer-Special H Parts like Front Suspension are shipped directly from
authorized Infiniti dealers and backed by the manufacturer's warranty. Parts fit for the following
vehicle options. Engine: 6 Cyl 3. Trim: Basic, Sport, Track. Our Customers Reviews. Award
Winning Customer Service. If you hear some knocking noise from the front suspension when
driving your Infiniti over small bumps, or cracked pavement, most likely it is caused by
damaged bushing on compression rod. Some mechanics use different terms for this â€”
tension rod, radius rod, radius arm, radial arm, and so on, but in the official Infiniti Service
Manual it is called Compression Rod. The reason why bushings got damaged: they are
defective. They can be damaged after replacement every year if driving in bad road conditions.
Moreover, compression rod is not covered under extended or third-party warranty because it is
just beefy aluminum part, and nothing wrong can happen with it, but bushings are usually
covered by extended third-party warranty. Wellâ€¦ This is my story when I had the same
problem. However, at that time I did not make any research and just trusted service advisor at
Willowdale Nissan Infiniti Service Center. It happened long time ago in June I started to hear
knocking noise from the front passenger side when driving over rough surfaces, and reported
the problem during my oil change visit to Willowdale Nissan Infiniti. Service advisor was Karim
Mulji. After inspection he told me that compression rod worn out and had to be replaced. Karim
did not even mentioned that there is a known problem with compression rod bushings in Infiniti
G35 models of years â€” those bushings are defective which causes them to wear out very fast.
If you confirm: there is a noise coming from the front compression rod and the bushing is
damaged. Actions: replace only the bushing, not the compression rod assy. However, for some
reason Infiniti did not apply this TSB for G35 models, only for models. But there is almost no
difference between and models, and a lot of Infiniti G35 owners complained on noisy
compression rods. I can not believe that certified Infiniti service advisor did not know about this
issue. So, only the bushing was damaged. Compression rod itself is a solid aluminum part!
Nothing wrong can happen with it other than in an accident. But Karim decided to replace the
whole expensive part rather than bushing. Maybe mechanics at Willowdale Nissan Infiniti are
not qualified enough to do the job described in TSB with nice colorful pictures? Bushing
replacement is indeed more complex than just entire compression rod replacement. He looked
at the warranty and refused. He also called to the warranty company, but he asked about
compression rod, not about the bushing. It is clearly identified:. Most likely service advisor
Karim Mulji decided to choose the easiest and most profitable for the dealership way. If they
submit a claim to FCPP warranty, they may get twice less money than when charging the
customer for the same repair. He answered through e-mail that compression rod is not covered
under FCPP extended warranty, and that TSB about the noise from front compression rod does
not apply to models. But the point was that only bushing was damaged and it is covered by
warrantyâ€¦. This summer I started to hear exactly the same noise from suspension, from the
passenger side. In less than two years replaced bushing got damaged again. They are really
defectiveâ€¦. These Infiniti G35 Repair Manuals can be helpful if you consider replacement of
compression rods by yourself:. Service advisor Karim Mulji also did a big trick on me. And they
are Outer Tie Rod , Compression Rod Bushings lower knuckle spindle boots and lower control
arm bushings 1, I live in Williamsburg if anyone can advice a good Auto Shop with reasonable
charges I would appreciate it. Thank you. Great info. My G35 AWD has a bad compression rod
bushing. However, the entire compression rod replacement looks pretty easy as long as the
nuts are seized. Look up Roca great bushings. I stopped visiting the stealership a long long
time ago and I could not be happier. Front lower forward control arm bushings on both sides. I
purchased whiteline bushings which are far superior to the stock rubber bushings and had a
local shop press fit the new bushings on the OEM control arms. Just replaced the front
compression rods, both left and right. I purchased Reybestos compression rods from amazon.
Please note that if you have never replaced the compression rods, it might be seized at the
upper end. I also replaced both the front tie rods outer ends and forward sway bar links. My 2
cents, if i knew better, I would have just purchased the prothane or energy suspension

polyurethane bushing kit and replaced all forward end bushings in one go. Once again you can
save on the labor. An alignment will be required once you replace tie rods and suspension
components. Owing and driving my Infiniti g35 has been a pleasure but I have to admit the parts
are expensive and its always better to do some research before believing the dealer blindly. I am
just beginning to have the calipers problem on the front right end. Even after replacing the
control arm bushing, the entire compression rod and links I am getting a clunking noise
specially when going over a pothole or while braking. Research brought me to this site and I
decided to share my experience. I hope it helps someone. I will keep you all posted. I need to
replace both my lower control arms on my 05 g35x but when I look up the part they say they are
for RWD so will it fit Awd also? Make sure you have also looked at your lower control arm inner
bushings kmember because those will go as well and they need to be replaced by polyurethane.
I mean there is an aluminum run outside of a steel run outside of a POS rubber bushing. If your
tires are wearing strangely and your front end is crawling its probably your lower control arms
these are visible without even jacking the car up. If your compression rod bushings are failing u
can easily see it the same way. Peak underneath and see if there is any cracking or wear that
would allow it to wiggle in place. I was able to purchase one to match my beige-ish interior
along with an aftermarket stereo that included an adapter for it to be able to power the bose
speaker system. The circuit that shorts out is actually one solid chip that unfortunately controls
both our climate control as well as our stereo X. I have the same noise coming from right front.
As speed increases, the noises went away. Going through this long post, I am pretty sure it is
due to damaged bushing and I am gonna buy it from internet. So my question is, can anybody
tell where to buy it and what the part is on that website? Since a lot of similar parts there â€¦. I
own a G35 Infinity After complaining about this same noise, I was told by my dealership the
same thing I am reading here. They said it is my Compression Rod that needs to be replace
because the bushings are worn. What should I do?? Please someone should help me. Most of
you go to stealership and then complain you got robbed? You are just a bunch of suckers as far
as dealrships are concerned. Rubber bushings only last about k miles. Older infinitis comes
with extra crappy bushings that may only last 50k miles. And dealerships all try to replace
compression arms and not bushings because they can charge you a lot more. I am wondering if
maybe I can replace the bushings only, because after reading these comments it sounds like
this is a pretty common repair. Also my airbag light is on all the time!! If you could give me any
feedback on these issues I would greatly appreciate it. Thanks for your time. I found these
bushings on a performance website. This is how I will replace mine. SPL FKS Front
Compression Rod Bushings replace the stock mushy rubber bushings with low-friction
articulating spherical bearings, eliminating bushing flex and reducing friction. This maintains
optimum suspension geometry under load, to improve handling and feedback. Very helpful
information! The following is my experience on this issue: I own a 04 G35x in Toronto with ,km. I
first started noticing the knocking noises on my front left side. I simply ignored it. Then the right
side started to make noises too. The noises are especially noticable when driving slow on
uneven surfaces. I first took the car to dealership, went for a test drive, then they said right
away that it is compression rod. Obviously, there is a service bulletin on this issue. Due to the
cheap cost, I went ahead with the repair. However, this did not fix the issue. Finally, I went to
another mechanics, this time I told them directly it might be the compression rod. The parts are
from OEM. After replacing them, the noises went away!!! I recommend ppl to replace the whole
thing instead of the bushing. It takes longer to push the bushing out. Good luck! Also after
reading this post. You need some mechanic friends. The labor to remove both arm and remove
bushings and install new urethane bushings would be 2. Help Please!! I stopped into both of the
Infiniti dealers in the Minneapolis area for this problem on my G35x. Both dealers claimed that
they are unable to order just the bushings, and that the only way to fix this is to order the entire
compression rod assembly. I was quoted ish at one dealer and ish at the other. I mentioned the
above TSB and they disregarded it even though it is issued by Infiniti. Anyone else have this
problem with their dealer? I just purchased a used g35x sedan. When I did emission inspection,
the mechanic said both of the front compression arms need to be replaced. They told me it will
cost dollars. I have a G35 Coupe, bought it used and noticed while driving if I turned I heard a
vibration noise. Took it back to dealer and they replaced ball joints. Now when i turn i hear a
sqeaking noise, im scared at what they will tell me because im ignorant, I will probably wait until
my husband comes back from overseas but im curious to find out what they say. I think I may
go to a place where they will actually let me come and SEE the problem, most dealerships will
not let you back in the garage!! Any suggestions on what the sqeaking may be? I have g35
sedan and I think I am having the same issues. There is a sound coming from the front driver
side. I took it to a mechanic the other day and they showed me how tires that they put on not
too long ago are completely balled on the inside and said its mostly something to do with the

bushings as they were cracked. I feel every nook n cranny in road. I thought it was the
shock,very expensive but I replaced them. Then they said it was the low profile tires an wheels I
have. If enough people complain wont infinity fix it for FREE?? Thanks Tina. I did mine last year
and they need to be done again. They are easy to do you can find the info on net and the torque
specs. Go to Rock auto the arms themselves are about 60 bucks each plus shipping. You will
find the bushing is fine its the ball joint on the other end of the arm thats wornout. The sound is
telegraphing up the arm to the bushing. Is that correct? What will happen if the bushings are
torn and I continue to drive it that way? I have a g35 sedan and have replaced my left and right
front Rods once already. Less than 2yrs. I have to replace them again. If we can replace the
bushing where can I buy them? I hope you guys can tell me where I can buy them. Now going to
replace front struts. Ill keep ya posted. Hi everyoneâ€¦.. At k to date have replaced three wheel
bearings,both front and rear, front drive shaft, brake caliper, all four rotars TWICE, brake pads
and now both front comp rod bushings. This car is a jokeâ€¦by far the worst car for continuial
repairs. Get rid of it while you still have some cash left for a new car. After this repair I am
done!!! One last thoughtâ€¦. Find a local mechamechanic and you will go back to your dealer
who will ovet charge you every time. They gotta pay for their pretty dealership somehow. Tak
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e it from meâ€¦. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. It is clearly identified: Front and Rear Suspension: â€¦;
Bushings; â€¦ Most likely service advisor Karim Mulji decided to choose the easiest and most
profitable for the dealership way. But the point was that only bushing was damaged and it is
covered by warrantyâ€¦ This summer I started to hear exactly the same noise from suspension,
from the passenger side. In the recent past I have had the following parts replaced 1. Please
note that if you have never replaced the compression rods, it might be seized at the upper end
3. Sorry forgot to indicate my model. Please could be the problem? John, I did mine last year
and they need to be done again. Oh how could I have forgot.. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. To leave a comment please enable JavaScript in your
browser settings! Reviews, Complaints, Investigations, Scams.

